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This book contains 100 Japanese Puzzles created by LOGI, the leading Polish puzzle publisher.

Inside you will find 100 beautiful puzzles with unique solutions, of five difficulty levels.Size of the

puzzles - from 5x5 to 30x35.  Japanese puzzles are a kind of very addictive logic puzzles, in which

you have to paint some fields following the numbers and you will see that the fields will form an

image.  Reasons to like Logi puzzles:  Each puzzle has only one solution.Puzzles are tested by a

computer program designed by Urszula Marciniak, a mathematician and puzzle lover. You can

solve puzzles using only logical thinking - no guessing is needed.The program is designed so that it

uses only human kind of thinking. So even if a puzzle has only one solution, the program can reject

it, because human will not be able to solve such puzzle without guessing and finding contradictions.

This is what makes Logi puzzles enjoyable to solve. Puzzles are created by professional graphic

designers.We have very high standards for graphics. We don't accept all images, they have to fulfill

certain conditions, like no empty lines, clarity, and many other. We set five difficulty levels. The

levels are set by a computer program, so they are always objective and the same.  No repeating

puzzles.The puzzles you see in this book are not published in any other non Polish language book.

They were only published in our Polish monthly magazines available in Polish press stores or in

online store at our website. We publish puzzles since 2004 - we know well what puzzlers like. If you

have problems with solving a puzzle send it to us and we will show you a next step.Although

puzzlers prefer to solve puzzle alone to feel proud, sometimes a small tip can be very helpful. We

provide such help all the time for Polish puzzlers. If you are new in puzzles you can check our

website for tutorials www.logi-puzzles.com. Go to the Friday Online Mix section and click below a

specific puzzle to see tips and tricks.   The person who takes care of Logi's high quality is Urszula

Marciniak - the founder of Logi. Mathematician, photographer, a puzzle fan.
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Logi is a leading Polish publisher of magazines with puzzles since 2004.  Logi publishes regularly 2

monthlies "Japanese Puzzles" and "Logi-Mix" and also many special editions.  Logi puzzles always

have unique solutions, images are drawn by professional graphics and puzzles are always sorted

by difficulty level.  Check the Logi website for more puzzles to solve online. 

=========================  Urszula Marciniak is the founder of Logi. Mathematician,

photographer, puzzle fan!

An excellent idea for this type of puzzle would be, as they generally do with Diagramless Crossword

puzzles, would be to provide an optional "starting clue" indicating maybe where a strategic black

square (or even blank area) is located, for each puzzle. These would be located separately from the

puzzles, in the back of the book, after the answer section. Examples could be: "The 3-block in the

rightmost column begins in the 8th square down", or "Five of the squares within the 12-block in the

center row are located in the second five-by-five section of the puzzle", or "At least the first 6

squares of the 2 3 3 column near the left are empty", or the like. Would help immensely without

"giving the whole puzzle away" especially for the 4-5 difficulty levels, serving as starters or a

possible reference during doing the puzzle and hitting an apparent impasse. Would assist even the

"easier" ranked puzzles, when there are some offering no definitive entry black-square areas, such

as the one on page 19, rated 1-easy but was like 4-diff on me, sans "peeking" at a border row or

column in the Answer Section. (Also Puzzle 05151 on the LOGI website as an example of a

"bog-down" or becoming dead-ended by numbers that don't "reach". I don't know if it is included in

any of the other books in the Series).LOGI does provide naming captions in the answer section, at

least in this book, (I haven't yet seen others of the series). And contrary to other series of these

"Hanjie" or "Logic Art" or "Griddler" puzzles I've recently encountered, the squares are large

enough, divided in to the usual 5x5 sections for visibility, and the font used for the clue numbers is

easily readable (i.e. wouldn't mistake a 6 for an 8, etc.). They also provide intermittent capsule

samplings of other varieties of (their published Japanese) puzzles within the book, which double as

advertisements.I would like to see LOGI/Ms. Marciniak (puzzler/publisher) offer something with

so-called "Cross-a-Pix" puzzles. Similar to this Logic Art variety with clue numbers atop and down

the left side, these have the grid broken into polyomino-shaped sections which are filled-in or left



blank as units. There are two variations, single-clue, and double-clue (providing additional info about

the relationships between the filled-in blocks in a row or column), and info about this puzzle variety

can be found in the Conceptis Puzzles site, the only place I've seen anything about

Cross-a-Pix.One other suggestion (the last, I promise!), one that other reviewers alluded to: Maybe

a plastic-spiral binding for easier book handling while doing the puzzles, especially toward the

center of the book. Quality of printed paper texture is excellent.

so much fun!My only criticism (for the company that makes these) is I wish the sheets were

perforated so I could tear out and solve one sheet at a time just because I like working on a hard

surface when coloring in rather than having the open the book.

Gave this as a present to my dad for Christmas. He has told me time and time again how much he

loves it! He loves challenging puzzles, and even the easier ones stumped him. I've spent countless

hours doing Picross phone puzzles, and I can also attest that some of the 2star puzzles in this book

took me a bit to get a handle of. Would recommend to any puzzle or picross enthusiast.

This is one of the best puzzle books of this type that I have encountered. There is quality in the

designs and it was fun to solve every one of them. The only difficulty was the book binding. I had to

tear the pages out to be able to flatten the puzzles. Maybe spiral-bound would be better.

I bought this for my stay in the hospital. I had been looking for this kind of puzzle game and finally

found this book! There are different levels of difficulty, so you can go for an easy one when you are

tired or doing something else at the same time or really challenge youtselfth thhthe hard

ones.Overall, I'm extremely satisfied, will buy again

I have a young son and my brain was starting to feel dumb from sleep deprivation. Getting this

puzzle book has been like fresh water to my mind! The puzzles are so fun and challenging! I highly

recommend this for anyone who enjoys mental puzzles.

These puzzles are for my husband, who has always enjoyed working these. I recommend them.

These puzzles were just what I wanted. They are grouped according to their difficulty. I am working

on the 2-star puzzles.
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